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A weighing matrix is an n x n matrix W = W(n, k) with entries from {a, 1, -l} ,satisfYing WW t = kI n We shall call k the degree of W It has been conjectured that if n = ° (mod 4) then there exist n x n weighing matrices of every degree k S n .
We prove the conjecture when n is a power of 2. If n is not a power of two we find an integer t < n for which there are weighing matrices of every degree s t . for n E {36, 44, 52, 56} in that sets of values of k were obtained for which W(n, k) exists.
For all n let g(n) be the maximum degree q for which there exist weighing matrices W(n, k) for all degrees k ~ q is equivalent to:
Thus, conjecture (*) g(n) = n for all n = 0 (mod 4) . all n and hence establish (*) for all powers of 2. As another corollary to the theorem we show that g(2kn) ~ 2k for all odd n and all k ~ 1. This is better, asymptotically, than results obtained by the methods of [2] .
1-is a weighing matrix of order n t t
and degree i , and
Let ll(n) be the largest m for which an M-family of order n exists.
and I is the p x p identity matrix.
} is an M-family of order 2n The matrices defined in (a) and (c) satisf,y (1) and (2) degree i if M. is a weighing matrix of order n and degree i . Lemma 1 (i), 2 (i) and (iii) of [2] implY immediatelY that 
